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This invention relates to a binder follower for 
positively raising the sheets in a loose-leaf binder 
when closing the binder, to prevent interference 
between the rings or posts and the sheets and 
tearing of the latter. - 

Followers are usually constructed of stiff ?ber 
material having extended slots for receiving the 
rings or posts of the binder and with the inner 
edge support for each follower member extending 
substantially across the base of the binder back 
to effect a leverage for raising the sheets during 
closing of the binder. Where the rings are large 
for large capacity binders or where the sides of 
the rings are perpendicular postssuch followers 
have proven to be inadequate. 
One of the objects of the present invention 

is to provide a follower which , positively and 
automatically raises the sheets from the sides of 
the rings or posts during closing of the binder. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

a follower which does not tend to tear the sheets 
and which supports the sheets in their intended 

I position relative to the rings or posts at all times. 
Another object is to prevent interference be 

tween the rings or posts and the sheets. 
Another object is to more effectively provide 

for the rapid and complete closingv of the binder 
cover without jamming of the sheets between the 
cover and the rings or posts. 
The invention utilizes a ?xed pivot support for 

each follower member disposed near the axial 
center for the curved part of the rings or posts. 
Freedom of movement for the inner edges of the 
sheets is provided by connecting each follower 
member to its corresponding pivot hinges by an 
arm extending between each hinge and the .mem I 

ber and disposed substantially at right angles 
to the member. ' 

The invention is illustrated in the accompany 
ing drawing in which: 

Figure 1 is a perspective view of an open binder» 
with the sheets lying ?at and partly broken 
away to show the follower construction in ac 
cordance with the invention; 

Fig. 2 is a detail transverse section taken 
through the supporting pivot, arm and follower,-_ 
and showing the binder open and ring members 
closed with the base of the ring members locked. 

Fig. 3 is a view similar to Fig. 2 showing the 
binder open and the ring members separated to 
provide for loading and unloading of the binder; 

Fig. 4 is a view similar to Fig. 2 showing the 
binder closed; 

Fig. 5 is a top plan view of the binder of Figs. 
1 to 4, in open position with the ring members 
separated; ‘ ‘ . . _. . - 
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2 
Fig. 6 is a detail view corresponding to a part 

of Fig. 5 showing a modi?ed form of follower 
supporting arm employed with a separable ring 
binder; and 

Fig. '7 is a detail section through the follower 
arm of Fig. 6. 
The follower is illustrated as employed in a 

loose-leaf binder comprising a stiff back I and 
side cover flaps 2 relatively foldable at the edges 
of the back. 
The back I has the ring base 3 secured thereto 

on the inside of the binder, and which is adapted 
to receive a plurality of loose sheets 4 of paper 
or the like to hold the same in the binder. 
The base 3 has a plurality of ring members 

made up of cooperating posts 5 either in the form 
of vertical posts curved inwardly at the top to 
meet like a ring and which separate in angular 
movement, as in separable base binders such as 
that illustrated in Figs. 1 to 5 herein, or in the 
form of separable rings as in the usual ring 
binder illustrated in Figs. 6 and 7. The lower 
ends of the posts 5 are preferably welded to the 
base 3. 
The curvature of the posts 5 constituting the 

ring members should be on a diameter substan 
tially in excess of that required to accommodate 
the sheets so that there can be no interference 
between the inner edges of the sheets on opposite 
sidesof the binder when the latter is open, and 
to provide a central space for the pivot or pivots 
hereinafter described. 
The follower employed with the binder com 

prises two follower members or plates 6 of stiff 
?ber material and which are adapted to lie 
against the inside of the corresponding covers 2 
and to support the sheets 4 therebetween. 
Each follower plate 6 has a slot 1 therein to 

accommodate a corresponding post 5, the length 
of the slot extending radially of the curvature of 
the post and being sufficient to maintain free 
dom of action of the follower at all times with 
out interference from the post. 
Each follower plate 6 is supported by one or 

more arms 8 extending at right angles from the 
region of the inner edge of the plate toward the 
center line 9 of curvature of the several posts, 
and which is pivotally mounted on a pivot post 

“ 10 extending upwardly from base 3 and disposed 
at or near to the center line 9. Preferably, two 
arms 8 are employed for each plate 6, and each 
‘*arm 8 is mounted upon a corresponding pivot 
post [0. The arms 8 for each plate 6 are spaced 
apart and positioned near the opposite ends of 
the plate to securely hold the same in align 

' ment with the sheets 4. 
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The pivot posts it constitute vertically dis 
posed rods welded at their lower ends to the 
base 3 and having their upper ends bent hori 
zontally in a direction generally longitudinal of 
the base to provide a central pivot journal I i for 
each post adapted to enter a bearing opening in 
the endof the corresponding arm 8. 
In the binder of Figs. 1 to 5, the base3 is-con 

structed of two parts separable along a central 
parting line I2 by angular movement controlled 
by the links it, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. For 
this purpose the posts it for each followergplate 
6 are mounted on the part of the base which car 
ries the corresponding ring posts 5 “holding ‘the 
plate. 
In the ring binder of Figs. 6 and '7, there is 

shown a loose leaf binder comprising aisti'il diack 
i and cover flaps 2 as in the ?rst embodiment 
but the base I4 is notseparable, and the ‘posts 
I5 may be disposed centrally thereof to conserve 
in- space requirementsas shown. 
'The'arms l6 vmay-be of various ‘detail construc 

tions. ‘In-general, they are,preferably'vformed-of 
strip material of metal or plastic and ‘should "be 
shaped to securely-hold thecorresponding-plates. 

The arms i6 illustrated in the embodiment of 
Figs. 31 to ‘5 are formed from strip material bent 
at right angles at the inner edge of the corre 
sponding ‘plate and each of which is twisted to 
turn the plane of the strip at right angles as it 
extends toward the pivot journal H. ‘The inner 
endof each arm ‘has a‘holefor-receiving thecor 
responding journal W. The outer end vof each 
arm ‘is riveted to the corresponding plate 18. 
The twist in each arm provides a recess for the §-:;.'.~ 
edge of the plate ill to hold the latter more se 
curely and eliminate the possible requirement of 
‘more than one-rivet. 
The arms ‘it illustrated in the embodiment of 

‘Figs-6 and '7 are formed from stripmaterial ‘bent 
‘at-rightangles and recessedat the corner to re 
ceive ‘the inner edge of the corresponding ‘plate 
'18. The outer end of each is riveted to-the 
‘plate 18. The inner end of each arm is curled 
oylindrically to encircle the corresponding pivot 
journal I 'i . 

‘The pivot journals 5‘! for the arms vl6 of a 
given plate it may extend ~in opposite directions 
provided that a limited pivotal action is ,per 
.mitted for one of the arms upon its rivet attach 
ment to the plate, to enable its displacement for 
slipping over the .free end of the corresponding 
viournalli. 

It is preferable, however, to have the pivot 
journals ll’ extend :in the same direction and to 
be of sufficient length and positioned relative ‘to 
the arms it‘ :so that when the posts ‘19 extend 
through the slots it, the plate i=8 cannot she 
moved ‘longitudinally .to tree the “arms 46 rtrom 
‘journals ill. When the posts ‘i9 are separated 
and the sheets corresponding to sheets 14 in Fig 
ure 1 are removed from a given set of posts, the 
‘corresponding follower plate 18 may "be tipped to 
free it ‘from ‘posts is and then ‘moved longitudi 
nally to free its arms i6 from journals H. 
The follower of the present invention provides 

a positive lifting action upon the sheets when 
the cover is being closed, so that none of the 
sheets becomes caught between the cover and the 

When the binder 
is open, the follower plates lie iiaton the covers 
and allow the use of the full capacity of .the ring 
members 5 and it for sheets 4 and Ill. Upon 
closing of the hinder the follower Plates more 
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4 
upwardly in advance of the covers and lift the 
sheets toward the top of the ring members. 
Various embodiments of the invention may be 

employed within the scope of the accompanying 
claims. 

I claim: 
1. Afollowerfor a binderof the class described, 

comprising a plate, at least one supporting arm 
therefor stamped from sheet material and having 
one end overlapping said plate, and a rivet secur 
‘ing the arm to the plate at said overlap, the 
rcentral portion of said arm being bent against 
the side of ,said plate opposite said overlap to 
confine the edge 'of said plate and provide a three 
point support between the arm and plate and 
prevent loosening forces upon said rivet. 

‘.2. :Ad’ollowerifor a binder of the class described, 
comprising a plate, at least one supporting arm 
‘therefor stamped fromsheet material and having 
one end overlapping said plate, and a rivet secur 
ing ‘the arm to ‘the plate at said overlap, the 
“centralqaortion oT-said arm being twist-ed to con 
‘line ‘the "edge-of said plate and its suriaceoppo 
‘site said "overlap and provide a three point sup 

' port between the arm and plate and to dispose 
the outer {end-of said arm in a plane normal to 
‘that ‘of said ‘overlapping arm portion, and the 
outer end or said Iarm containing a bearing 
:mem‘beriforpivotally supporting the follower. 

‘3. ‘sin a binder of the class ‘described having a 
rpair-of laterally separable ring supporting strips 

‘ring members mounted thereon with their 
‘upper ‘ends curved inwardly for paper vbinding 
"thereon when said strips are closed together in 
edge to edge engagement, a follower plate for 
each strip ‘having slots at its inner edge adapted 
to receive ‘the ring members on the corresponding 
strip ‘and prevent substantial longitudinal move 
ment between the plate and the binder, a plu 
<rality=oi arms rigidly ‘secured to each said plate 
at its inner ‘edge and having their outer ends 
"disposedat-an ‘upward angle ‘to the plane of the 
“plate, "follower rpo‘sts extending upwardly from 
each "said stripand spaced corresponding to said 
arms, ‘and ‘a pivotal ‘bearing ‘connection between 
'each arm "and the corresponding follower post 
disposed with its axis above and substantially 
parallel ‘to the ‘inner edge of the strip, whereby 
separation of the strips inopening the binder for 
‘the ‘addition or subtraction of paper effects a 
‘corresponding separation of the follower posts 
‘and plates. 

4. \In a ‘binder of the class described having a 
“pair of laterally ‘separable ring supporting strips 
and ‘ring members mounted thereon with their 
upper ends curved inwardly ‘for paper "binding 
thereonwhen ‘said strips ‘are closed together in 
edge to edge engagement, a follower plate for 
each "strip having slots at “its inner edge adapted 
to receive the ring members on the corresponding 
strip and prevent substantial .‘longituolinal move 
ment ‘between the plate and the binder, a plural 
ity of armsrigidly secured to each said plate at its 
inner edge and having their outer ends disposed 
at an upward angle to the plane of the plate, the 
inner end of each arm overlapping said plate and 
being secured thereto by a rivet and the central 
portion of each .arm being ‘bent over the adja 
cent .'inner edge of the plate against the side of 
said ,plate opposite said overlap .to con?ne the 
same against loosening of the rivet, fol-lower posts 
extending upwardly from each said strip and 
spaced corresponding :to said arms, and a pivotal 
hearing connection between each :arm and the 
corresponding follower post disposed with ‘its :axis 
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above and substantially parallel to the inner edge 
of the strip, whereby separation of the strips in 
opening the binder for the addition or subtraction 
of paper effects a corresponding separation of the 
follower posts and plates. 
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